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Less Boring stuff
Totally boring stuff

Advanced
Warning:
Next issue is the
last of the year,
and as is
traditional I want
an article from
every member!
So get writing
now!

Welcome to OUSGG
Did you know? This is the most boring issue of postscript
of all time!

Editors
Comment
– TFM
Well, not much here this
issue, we’ve got to publish
the changes to the
constitution in postscript
though, so here goes :-)

Webmaster’s Note
The rest of this page had the proposed constitutional changes (all 6 A4 pages) squashed into this
small space! Hence this has not been reproduced in the online version – if you want to see the
constitution as of this issue, it’s the current version on the website.

Call for help

– Noga

Got a spare evening? Fancy helping with a cub pack? If so contact
Robert Walker - 9733583@brookes.ac.uk
Details if you're interested:
We meet at the 2nd Oxford Scout hall, Ridgefield Road, Cowley, on
Wednesdays from 6 until 8pm.
We have four young Cubs and some interest from other children
wishing to join, with about seven kids turning up most weeks.

Random Google of the week

– TFM

This week during the ongoing search for Eri>| I decided to do some research into
past cases of panda napping. After the first google search returned links about
pandas taking naps in the zoo I changed the criteria to “panda kidnapping” the first
handful of results were as far as I can tell about some random Japanese Manga
cartoon involving kidnapping school girls or something (I didn’t bother to read it to
find out where pandas came in). Anyway looking a little further down the list I
found my first historical case, a mystery kidnapping of a panda – with a solution.
The mystery is called “The Wacky Zoo” and is available at:
http://www.isd77.k12.mn.us/schools/dakota/mystery/mystery96/KelseyDarci.html
Maybe the lessons learned from this story can be used to work out which of our
members is responsible for stealing Eri>| and hiding him in Chris’ house…
[Ed: The management of postscript do not endorse the use of the internet as the
web is a big strange place which may be unsuitable for some readers]

Summary of the 123rd F&GPC meeting

– Sam

The meeting was held at N’n’N at Wadham and started at 1:15.
Officers’ Reports: There were reports from the chair, the treasurer, the secretary and
the social secretary and the summer activity organiser.
Allocation of Award Distributor post: The Award Distributor will not be an elected
post and each year the current distributor will nominate the next one at the start of
Trinity. Chris will be nominating someone for this post.
Discussion concerning Scout Network: The effects that the changes in the Scouting
movement would have on OUSGG, especially the forming of a Scout Network were
discussed and Rob will find out County’s and SSAGO’s position on it before the
TGM.
Any Other Business
There was a further discussion relating to the CE forms and also about the current
Brooke’s situation.
The meeting closed at 1:43.

